COVID-19 Response Efforts - September 24, 2021

COVID-19 Waiver Update

The following COVID-19 waivers have been rescinded or are scheduled to be rescinded within the next 30 days:

- Authorized automatic exemptions to rule authorizing the compounding of drugs in shortage (4729-16-10) under certain conditions. **RESCINDED – See updated compounding waivers here.**

- Authorized the sale and shipment of non-reportable dangerous drugs that are in shortage by unlicensed, out-of-state facilities. This resolution can be accessed [here. This resolution is in effect until October 24, 2021.](#)

- Permits the temporary reinstatement of lapsed or expired Ohio pharmacist licenses in Ohio under certain conditions. **This resolution has been rescinded and replaced by a change in the Federal PREP Act. Click here for more information.**

- Authorized the sale and shipment of patient-specific, non-reportable dangerous drugs by non-Ohio licensed border state facilities to patients residing in the state under certain conditions. This resolution can be accessed [here. This resolution is in effect until October 24, 2021.](#)

- Extends recertification of primary and secondary engineering controls in accordance with guidance issued by USP. **RESCINDED.**

The Board's other COVID-19 waivers remain in effect. For more information about COVID-19 waivers, please visit: [www.pharmacy.ohio.gov/COVID](http://www.pharmacy.ohio.gov/COVID)